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Abstract
A major deficiency of static scheduling techniques is their inability to handle datadependent looping and conditional branching which cause non-deterministic task execution times.
This paper presents a heuristic, hybrid dynamic/static task-scheduling strategy
which attempts to handle non-deterministic task execution times. The goal of this
strategy is to achieve an improvement in execution time over static scheduling without
being overwhelmed by overhead costs. In the proposed approach, the tasks are initially
scheduled statically using estimates of task completion times. During run time, tasks
are migrated following heuristic rules to take advantage of idle periods on processors.
Results from simulations indicate that this technique can produce a performance improvement over the static approach when operating in certain problem domains. The
proposed strategy is compared with “ideal” static scheduling in order to characterize
its efficiency.

1

Introduction
An important issue in the construction of a parallel program is the mapping of the appli-

cation onto the target platform. This involves partitioning the application into interacting
tasks, taking into consideration any control and data dependencies. The result is a task
graph which describes the parallel program. The tasks are then assigned to the processors of
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the target system and the execution sequence of individual tasks is determined. The problem
of assigning tasks to processors and sequencing their execution is called scheduling.
The goal of scheduling is to construct a task assignment and an execution sequence which
minimizes the completion time of the program. However, optimal scheduling is considered
to be an NP-Hard problem in the general case[1, 2]. Typically, heuristic approaches are used
in solving practical problems.
Scheduling strategies can be roughly divided into static and dynamic schedulers. In
the static case, the topology of the task graph is assumed to be completely known and
scheduling is done before the execution of the program by using estimates of the execution
times of the tasks[2–11]. Static scheduling of parallel tasks is attractive to many researchers,
since it allows the use of more complex scheduling strategies and has virtually no run-time
overhead. Notable methods of static scheduling include HLFET[3], ERT[2], MH[5], and
clustering heuristics Unfortunately, static approaches rely on accurate, a priori knowledge
of the program to be scheduled. In real applications, such knowledge is typically imperfect.
In contrast, dynamic schemes use run-time information to make scheduling decision. Well
known instances of dynamic schemes include the processor farm model along with various
forms of FIFO scheduling[4]. Although the problem definition is slightly different, dynamic
load-balancing techniques can be adapted and applied to dynamic scheduling and are often
considered to be a form of dynamic scheduling[6]. A variety of centralized and distributed
load balancing schemes have been proposed by many researchers[6, 12–14]. However, dynamic techniques must pay run-time overhead costs.
As a result, there has been growing interest in hybrid dynamic/static task-scheduling
strategies which try to get the best of both worlds. Hybrid dynamic/static scheduling attempts to merge the strengths of these two separate views of scheduling. The idea is to
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perform as much static scheduling as possible and then to make adjustments at run time[4].
Pande, Agrawal, and Mauney present a method in [1] which attempts to scale a schedule to
match the number of available processors. They have also worked on a scheduling system
called Palm which addresses the issue of conditional branching in the execution of tasks[15].
The idea of performing repair operations on an existing schedule can be also be found in
other domains[16, 17].
This paper presents a strategy for dynamic/static task scheduling which handles nondeterministic task execution times caused by data-dependent iteration and data-dependent
conditional branching. The technique is targeted for applications in the macro-dataflow
domain running on loosely-coupled parallel architectures.

1.1

Contribution

For a dynamic schemes to prevail over a static one, the performance improvement obtained by having more accurate information must outweigh the overhead costs of acquiring
and exploiting that information. The scheduling strategy presented in this paper accomplishes this by starting with a statically generated schedule and then modifying this schedule
at run time in accordance with heuristics. The goal is to leave the original static schedule
intact when the estimates of execution time are almost correct and to adjust for deviations by
migrating tasks when they are not. The implementation consists of co-operating distributed
schedulers which communicate to effect scheduling changes. This strategy is a decentralized,
hybrid dynamic/static scheduling scheme[18].
This work differs from centralized dynamic strategies such as client-server, Unconstrained
FIFO Scheduling, and LC[19] since it is distributed and relies on a statically generated initial
schedule. It differs from the dynamic load balancing work of Willebeek-LeMair and Reeves as
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well as others in its problem definition and, consequently, in the profitability determination
and migration strategies[6, 12]. The proposed strategy attempts to use idle periods to start
tasks as early as possible taking into consideration communication rather than attempting
to balance the load of processors.
In the proposed approach, all task nodes are initially scheduled statically and all nodes
can potentially be rescheduled. This differs from the hybrid schedulers mentioned in [4]
(such as Palm) which only statically schedule a portion of the program. Unlike the previous
work by Pande, Agrawal, and Mauney, this work deals with non-deterministic task execution
times rather than non-determinism caused by branching or by processor availability[1, 15].
In comparison to the reclaiming work in [16], the proposed strategy operates by migrating
tasks.
There are similarities to previous research. The static ERT[2] scheduling method strives
to start tasks as early as possible. The idea of performing operations in local near-neighbour
occurs in load balancing literature[12]. The notion of local schedulers along with the term
itself occurs in [19], although the operation of the schedulers described in this paper is
substantially different from what is presented in [19].

2

Problem Definition
A parallel program can be represented as a DAG, G(T , D) where the set of vertices,

T = {t1 , t2 , . . . , tN } , represents the tasks, and the set of arcs, D, represents the data
dependencies resulting from communication between tasks. D is a set of tuples of the form
(ti , tj ), where ti , tj ∈ T . A tuple (ti , tj ) represents a dependence by task tj on data from
task ti . The set of successors of a task ti is denoted as S(ti ). The set of parents of a task ti
is denoted A(ti ).
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El-Rewini et al. broadly classify non-determinism in parallel programs into the four
categories of cyclical task graphs, task graphs with conditional execution of tasks, task
graphs with non-deterministic task execution times, and task graphs with non-deterministic
communication times[4]. The primary focus of this work is on addressing non-deterministic
task execution times. It is possible to map many instances of cyclical task graphs and
branching into non-deterministic execution times by restricting data-dependent looping and
conditional branching to the scope of a task.
To model data-dependent iteration and branching within the scope of a task, the actual
processing time of task ti , denoted Ei , is considered to be unknown until the task is completed. An estimate of the execution time, Ẽi , is available before run time. Communication
times are assumed to be deterministic. The actual time for a task t i to send its results to tj
through one communication link is denoted as Ci,j .
This scheduling scheme is targeted at parallel programs of the macro-dataflow class.
As a consequence it is assumed that the tasks will have coarse granularity. In terms of the
execution parameters for the simulation study of the proposed scheduling system, this means
that the execution time of the tasks will be at least one order of magnitude greater than the
communication time.

2.1

The System Model

The target platform is a loosely-coupled, multi-computer system with M processors.
Each processor in the system is considered to be identical in terms of processing power and
is connected to a local memory of sufficient size. A processor can only run one task at a
time. Once a task is started, it will not be pre-empted by another task.
It is assumed that the communication links between the processors are bi-directional and
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that the links can be active in both directions simultaneously. However, only one packet can
be transmitted in a given direction at a time. The links are handled by DMA controllers
with the implication that a processor is free after a short setup operation for transmission,
that reception of data packets can be done without processor intervention, and that the links
attached to a processor can all be active simultaneously. Data is sent between processors in
the form of discrete packets of variable length. The transmission of a packet is atomic in the
sense that once transmission is initiated it cannot be interrupted by another packet.
For the purposes of simplicity, all routing is established statically. The number of links
a packet must be sent through to get from processor pi to processor pj is denoted by Dpi ,pj .
The processor a packet must be routed through to get to pd from ps , given that it is currently
at processor pj , is given by the routing function rj (ps , pd ). Gs,d = {ps , . . . , pd } is the route
from to get from ps to pd .

2.2

The Formal Problem Statement

Given the program task graph, the estimates of the task execution times, the times required to perform communication, and the description of the hardware platform, the problem
is to find:
a : T 7→ P The actual global task assignment function where a(ti ) ∈ P is the processor on
which ti is executed, and
Si , for all ti ∈ T where Si is the actual starting time of task ti ,
such that the completion time of the program, Υ = max ∀ti ∈T {Si +Ei }, is minimized subject to
the constraints imposed by the program model and system model. The assignment function
and the starting times together constitute the schedule for the parallel program.
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The Proposed Solution
The proposed method uses interacting local task schedulers (LTS), with one LTS associ-

ated with each processor. The local task scheduler associated with processor p j is denoted
LTSj . Initially, all the tasks are statically scheduled. During run time, deviations in task
execution times from the estimated values will potentially leave some processors idle due to
early task completion. Conversely, late completion of tasks will leave ready tasks on processors which are busy. The proposed strategy attempts to exploit the newly created idle time.
It attempts to use the time from when a processor pd becomes idle until a task currently
assigned to pd becomes ready. This time period is referred to as the available time for the
migration. The system will attempt to fill the available time by running unstarted ready
tasks migrated from other processors. Unstarted ready tasks are referred to as candidate
tasks for migration. To obtain candidates for migration, the scheduler LTS d associated with
an idle processor pd requests state information from the processor’s immediate neighbours.
The immediate neighbours of a processor pi are defined to be those processors connected
directly to pi . The set of neighbours of processor pi is denoted Ni .
After the idle processor pd has received the status information from all its neighbours,
if there are candidate tasks on the neighbours, LTSd will determine the cost and benefit of
migrating these tasks. The cost of the migration is the amount of time required to obtain
the data needed by the migrated task. The benefit in performing a migration is derived from
the improvement in the starting times of the children of candidate task. It is desirable for
the migrated task to complete entirely in the available time. If one or more of these tasks
can be migrated profitably, the scheduler of the idle processor will select one of them and
request it for execution.
Consider the task graph depicted in Figure 1. The tasks all have the same estimated
7

execution time and the communication times to transmit the data from parent to child are
also the same for all the arcs in the graph. A possible static schedule for a two processor
system is depicted in Figure 2. Communication delay is represented by “c” whenever it
affects the start time of a task.
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Figure 1: Example Task Graph for Two Processor Case.
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Figure 2: Static Schedule.

If the actual execution time of task t2 is twice the estimated value while t4 and t5 complete
in half the estimated duration, the schedule shown in Figure 3 results. The deviations in
execution times of the tasks have created a large idle period. Since t 3 is an unstarted task
which is ready for execution during this time period, t 3 is a candidate for migration. The
available time for migration is the time between the completion of t5 and the time when t7
becomes ready. The cost of the migration is the time it takes to move the data need by t 3
from processor p1 to processor p2 . The benefit of the migration is the improvement in the
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starting time of the tasks t6 and t7 should the migration actually occur. These values are all
depicted on Figure 4.
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Figure 3: Run Time Schedule.
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Figure 4: Measuring Available Time, Cost, and Benefit.
It should be noted that idealized times have been shown for available time, cost, and
benefit. Estimates of these values will have to be used in actual operation.
To be able use the idle time, the cost of the migration must be less than the available
time for migration. For the migration to be helpful, the benefit of the migration should be
greater than the zero. Finally, the candidate task should “fit” into the available time so
that the migration does not damage the static schedule. Since the migration of t 3 meets
these criteria, task t3 is migrated from processor p1 to p2 resulting in the schedule shown in
Figure 5.
The effect of invoking a local task scheduler is represented by “s”. Requests for candidates
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Figure 5: Hybrid Dynamic Static Schedule.
for migration and accompanying state information are shown with arrows in the direction in
which the request is being made.

3.1

Operation of a Local Task Scheduler

The following section presents an informal description of the behaviour of a Local Task
Scheduler. A formal state machine description can be found in[18].
The system state of the local task scheduler attached to processor p j contains the following:
j
) where S̃ij is the starting time of task ti estimated by LTSj .
(S̃1j , S̃2j , . . . , S̃N

(F̃1j , F̃2j , . . . , F̃Nj ) where F̃ij is the finish time of task ti estimated by LTSj .
(X̃1j , X̃2j , . . . , X̃Nj ) where X̃ij ∈ X is the state of task ti known to LTSj .
X = {unknown, ready, started, done} is the set of possible states of a task.
aj where aj : T 7→ P is the task assignment function known to LTSj . aj (ti ) ∈ P is the
processor to which task ti is assigned. Aj is the set of all tasks assigned to pj .
j
Lj where Lj = {l1j , l2j , . . . , l|A
}, lij ∈ Tj is the ordered list of tasks assigned to processor pj
j|

referred to as the schedule of pj .
{Ñji |pj ∈ Ni } where Ñji is the time LTSi expects processor pj to complete the current task
that it is running.
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Initially, aj assigns tasks in accordance with the static schedule. Lj contains the tasks
assigned to processor pj in the order determined in the static schedule. A task is considered
to be in the unknown state by default. The unknown state indicates that the task has not
been started or has been assigned to a processor from which the scheduler has not received
status information. A task is in the ready state if it has received all the data it requires from
its parents but it has not been started. S̃ij is not defined until a task ti is ready while F̃ij is
not defined until task ti is started. Ñji is derived from state information sent by the nearest
neighbours of pi . Given that state information was sent to pi from pj at time τc , Ñji is either
the estimated completion time F̃rj of the task tr running on pj at τc or it is τc if no task was
running on processor pj at time τc .
There are essentially two modes of operation. In the basic mode of operation, the schedulers operate on a demand basis. A processor pd executes ready tasks assigned to it. If
there is more than one task ready on pd , the task that occurs first in Ld is started. When
a processor pd becomes idle, LTSd requests a portion of the state information maintained
by its nearest neighbours. ( see figure6 ) This state information is used to update the internal state information maintained by LTSd . If a candidate task tm exists on an adjacent
processor ps , LTSd will request a migration of tm . Provided that tm has not yet been started
or migrated, LTSs will allow the migration and provide the data required to run t m either
directly, through reissue commands, or a combination of both. Reissue will be discussed in
section3.4.
If the task tm was started or migrated before the request was received, LTSs will notify
LTSd of the status of tm thereby rejecting the request for migration. LTSd will attempt to
request other candidate tasks. In the event that no candidate tasks exists, LTS d switches
into a continuous update mode of operation. LTSd instructs its neighbours to transmit state
11

information messages whenever a task becomes ready but cannot be started. When p d starts
executing a task or a task is successfully migrated to pd , LTSd instructs its neighbours to
stop providing continuous updates.
RqStatus
Status
RqProcess
Migrate
Data
ReIssue

Figure 6: Message Sequence

3.2

Estimating Completion Time

The following section discusses the evaluation of estimated completion time of a task
given that the current time is τc . If the original estimates for task execution times are
almost correct, it would be possible to use F̃ij = S̃ij + Ẽi . Unfortunately, if Ẽi << Ei this
estimate can result in a situation where F̃ij < τc even though ti has not been completed. In
such a circumstance a different method of estimation is required. If the execution of a task
is considered to be a memoryless process then a possible estimate of F̃ij would be τc + Ẽi .
This approach may seriously overestimate F̃ij . To ensure that the local task schedulers are
“conservative” with migrations, the following heuristic estimation function is proposed:

F̃ij

=



 S̃ij + Ẽi ;

S̃ij + Ẽi > τc ;


 τ + 1 Ẽ ; otherwise
c
2 i
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3.3

Estimating the Available Time for Migration

The time available (termed AT(pd )) for a migration with processor pd acting as the sink
is defined as the estimated time before any task becomes ready on the processor p d . To
determine AT(pd ), it is necessary to go through all the tasks assigned to pd and estimate the
earliest time any of these tasks will become ready. This estimate is based on the status of
the parents of this task.
Consider a task ti assigned to pd . This task has a parent task tp . ET(tp , ti , pd ) is a
possible estimate of when the data required by task ti from tp will arrive assuming that tp is
a parent of ti :



τc ;
X̃pd = done




ET(tp , ti , pd ) =
F̃pd + Cp,m Dad (tp ),ad (tm ) ; X̃pd = started





 ∞;
X̃pd = unknown ∨ X̃pd = ready
If the parent task tp is known to be completed, then the data required by t i has either
already arrived or is expected to arrive within a short period of time. If task t p is running,
then the estimate is the estimated completion time of t p plus the amount of time it will take
to receive the results from the parent. The estimated completion time of the parent task t p
is undefined if its state is unknown or ready since the scheduler doesn’t know when t p will
start. In this case ET(tp , ti , pd ) is set to ∞. Since ti is ready only after receiving the data
from all of its parents, the estimated time before ti becomes ready is the maximum of all
ET(tp , ti , pd ) from each parent of ti less the current time: maxtp ∈A(ti ) {ET(tp , ti , pd ) − τc }.
The earliest estimated time before any task assigned to pd becomes ready is just the
minimum of the above value calculated for all tasks ti which have not yet been started or
completed. As a result, AT(pd ) can be estimated as:
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AT(pd ) = min{ max {ET(tp , ti , pd ) − τc }}
ti ∈Y tp ∈A(ti )

where Y = {ti ∈ Td |X̃id = ready} ∪ {ti ∈ Td |X̃id = unknown}.

3.4

Estimating the Cost of Migration

The cost of the migration operation is defined as the amount of time required to send
the data required to run the migrated task tm on the processor pd . Since the code to run
any task is present on every processor, there is no need to migrate code. The data required
by task tm is either sent again from the parents of tm or it is sent from processor originally
assigned tm before the migration. This processor acts as the source of the migration and will
be referred to as ps . Since local task schedulers only consider ready tasks for migration, p s
should have all the data required by tm .
Resending the data from the original parent is termed re-issue. The goal of re-issue is to
take advantage of the existence of multiple links since contention is included in the system
model. Instead of sending all the data packets required by t m from ps , the packets are sent
from several different processors—the processors that ran the parent tasks that originally
generated the data. In the case of the first migration of a task, since the processor p s has
received all the data required to run tm , LTSs knows the correct location of all tasks in
A(tm ). In the case of successive migrations of a task tm , the StatusInfo message passes the
correct location of the parent task of tm in I3 so that each new source processor in a series
of migrations is able to correctly send reissue messages. Reissue messages are sent by the
source processor ps to reduce latency, since pd cannot send reissue messages until after the
migration request has been acknowledged.
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To evaluate the cost of the migration, it is necessary to determine which data items will
be reissued and which will be transmitted from the source of the migration. Since contention
is the primary motivation for reissue, it needs to be considered when determining the total
cost. Unfortunately, the actual status of links is not known by the local task scheduler. To
address this problem, cost is evaluated assuming that all the links in the system are initially
available when the migration begins.
When deciding whether data is to be reissued or sent from the source, it desirable to
first evaluate those data transmissions which have a lower cost of transmission if sent from
the source ps rather than from the processor pr which contains a parent tp of the migrated
task tm . Reissue becomes an option when the delay caused by contention across the p s to
pd link outweighs the cost of sending the data from the processor p r . By evaluating the
transmissions in this order, transmissions which are less costly to send from the source p s
will be less likely to be chosen for reissue. The operation of finding the cost of migrating a
task can be summarized as:
1. Construct a list V which contains the parent tasks of tm , sorted in ascending order by
the cost difference between transmission from the source processor and reissue
2. Evaluating transmissions to tm by the tasks in the order as contained in list V,
• select the option which produces the least increase in the cost of the migration
• update the contention information

3.5

Estimating the Benefit of Migration

Migrations improve the schedule by allowing the migrated task t m to start earlier. This
in turn may permit the descendants of tm to be started earlier resulting in a shorter schedule.
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However, estimating the change in starting time for all the descendants of t m is potentially
time consuming. Such an estimate would depend upon knowledge of the other parents of
the descendants of tm . Furthermore, because of variations in task execution time, such an
estimate would likely be inaccurate. Rather than being concerned about all of the descendants of the migrated task tm , the approach used in this paper considers only the immediate
children of tm . It also deals only with potential starting and finishing times.
The potential start time of a task ti with respect to task tm is the estimated time that
task ti could start considering the data dependency between t m and assuming that ti is
started immediately when the processor assigned ti becomes available. This measure does
not consider whether the other parent tasks of ti are completed. The potential starting time
of ti with respect to tm estimated by LTSj is denoted S̆(tm )ji . The potential finish time of a
task ti is the estimated time that task ti completes, assuming that ti is started immediately
when the processor assigned ti becomes available and ti is ready when the processor becomes
available. The potential finish time of ti estimated by LTSj is denoted F̆ij .
The benefit of migrating a candidate task tm to processor pd from ps , Benefit(tm , ps , pd ),
is defined as the total potential improvement in the start time of the immediate child tasks
of tm with respect to tm . Using the definitions above, for a child ti of tm , S̆(tm )di could be
estimated by LTSd as the potential finish time of tm plus the time for the results of tm to
arrive at the processor assigned ti : S̆(tm )di = F̆md + Dpp ,aj (ti ) Ci,m , where pp is the processor
that is assigned task tm .
As noted, candidate tasks are ready tasks which have not yet been started. If no migration
occurs, then F̆ij could be estimated as the time that LTSd believes that ps becomes available
plus the estimated execution time of tm : F̆md = Ñsd + Ẽm . In this case, pp = ps .
However, if tm was migrated to processor pd , then tm can start after the migration is
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complete, As a result: F̆md = τc + Cost(tm , ps , pd ) + Ẽm , where pp = pd .
Therefore, the improvement in potential start time for task t i due to the migration is:

Ñsd − (τc + Cost(tm , ps , pd )) + (Dps ,aj (ti ) − Dpd ,aj (ti ) )Ci,m .

The benefit of migrating task tm from processor ps to pd , as estimated by the LTSd , is
the sum of the improvement for all tasks ti ∈ S(tm ):

X

(Ñsd − (τc + Cost(tm , ps , pd )) + (Dps ,aj (ti ) − Dpd ,aj (ti ) )Ci,m )

ti ∈S(tm )

4

Experimental Method
Since the technique proposed in this paper is heuristic in nature, it is necessary to measure

its performance through experimentation. The goal is to determine the conditions under
which the proposed technique yields a performance improvement over static scheduling, how
much of an improvement can be expected, the efficiency the technique, and whether it scales
to larger systems.
In these experiments, the ERT heuristic scheduling algorithm is used to generate the initial static schedules[2] which will be used as the initial schedule for the hybrid dynamic/static
scheme and as a basis for comparison for the proposed technique. Unlike level schedulers,
ERT handles communication well without the need to resort to additional techniques such
as ISH[4, 5].

4.1

Simulations

Each processor is simulated by a collection of four interacting logical processes: processor,
task manager, communication manager, and scheduler. The processor acts as an arbitration
17

mechanism which selects which of the other three components is currently running. The
scheduler implements the proposed algorithm. The task manager tracks the execution of
tasks on the processor and the communication manager handles the transmission and routing
of packets. Processors are connected via links which simulate the communication delay
involved in sending packets.
In addition to this simulator for the hybrid dynamic-static scheme, a static simulator was
constructed to provide a basis for comparison. The static simulator is virtually identical to
the hybrid simulator except the local task scheduler is replaced with a LP which simply runs
the tasks in the sequence contained in a queue. Since variations in execution time can violate
the task start times {Ŝi |ti ∈ T } determined in the static schedule, the static simulator only
uses these times to order the execution of the tasks. Tasks are started by the simulator on
the processor determined by static schedule and in the order specified by the static schedule
starting times whenever the tasks become ready.

4.2

Test Graphs

In scheduling literature, it is typical for scheduling strategies to be tested using randomly
generated task graphs[3, 5, 20]. This paper follows the approach for task graph generation
described in [3]. A randomly generated number of vertices are placed at a level in the Highest
Level First No Estimated Times (HLFNET) sense[3]. Arcs are then randomly generated
which connect nodes at a higher level to a lower level. As a consequence, the resulting
random graph is acyclic by construction.
The algorithm accepts a lower (Hl ) and upper (Hu ) bound on the number of levels in
the graph, a lower (Vl ) and upper (Vu ) bound on the number of vertices in a single level, the
average number of successors for a task (Ō), the average task execution time of a task (Ē),
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and the average time to send a packet from a parent task to a child task ( C̄).
The number of levels in the graph is chosen from a uniform random distribution with
a range of [Hl , Hu ]. Then, the number of tasks at each level is chosen from a uniform
distribution over [Vl , Vu ]. The estimated execution time of a task is always non-zero. For a
given task ti , the estimated execution time, Ẽi , is chosen from a uniform random distribution
with a range of [1, 2Ē). For a non-exit vertex, the number of successors of task ti is chosen
from a uniform random distribution with a range of [1, 2 Ō). Exit vertices have no successors
by definition. For each successor of a task ti , an arc is generated which starts at ti and ends
at a randomly selected task tj which is at a lower level in the HLFNET sense. To ensure
that a task is at its correct level, at least one of the successors of a non-exit vertex is a node
at the next lower level of the task graph. The value of Ci,j is chosen from a uniform random
distribution with a range of [1, 2C̄). Upon completion of task graph generation, the resulting
task graph is analyzed to ensure that the graph is connected.
Given a task graph G(T , D) with the estimated task execution times { Ẽi |i ∈ T } and the
communication times {Ci,j |(i, j) ∈ D}, an execution instance of the task graph is obtained by
generating the actual task execution times. The execution instance of a task graph G(T , D)
is denoted by the tuple (G(T , D), Λ) where Λ = ({Ei |i ∈ T }, {Ci,j |(i, j) ∈ D}). The actual
execution time of task ti , denoted Ei , is selected from a negative exponential distribution
with a mean of Ẽi . This follows the approach used for the analysis of the stochastic case in
the paper by Adam et al.[3].
To supplement the results obtained by using random graphs, the atmospheric sciences
graph from [5] (depicted in Figure 7) was adapted and parameterized to allow the generation
of larger versions of the original graph. The parameterized graphs have the same number of
levels (in the HLFNET sense) as the original graph. However, the number of vertices per
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level is increased. The generator for parameterized atmospheric sciences graphs accepts the
number of immediate successors of task t0 (W ), the scaling factor for task execution times
α, and the scaling factor for inter-task communication times (β).
The execution times of the original graph from [5] are marked on Figure 7. The tasks at
each level have the same execution times, which will be denoted w l for level l. For a task ti
at level l, the estimated execution time, Ẽi is equal to wl α. In the case of communication
times, the original graph has unit times for all the arc labels. As a result, C i,j = β for all
(i, j) ∈ D. Finally, execution instances are generated in the same manner as in the case of
the randomly generated graphs described in section 4.2.
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Figure 7: Atmospheric Sciences Graph.

4.3

Simulation Parameters

In additional to the parameters involved in the generation of task graphs and the message
time parameters already defined, the following system parameters exist in the simulation:
TW The average time to perform a processor context switch.
TD The average CPU time required to setup the transmission or storage of data packet
20

Parameter Time (in context switches)
TW
1
TD
1
n
TM (n)
20
TN
1
n
TC (n)
5
Table 1: Estimated Parameters
through the system DMA.
TM (n) The average CPU time to build or process n data items in a message packet.
TN The average time select a new task for execution (if possible).
TC (n) The average time to select a task for migration from a list of n candidates.
To minimize the effect of bias produced by the simulation parameters on the results,
three separate experiments where performed. The first series of tests (designated (A)) used
estimated values for these parameters for a hypothetical multiprocessor system composed
of 20MHz CPUs connected with links capable of transmitting 10Mbit/s. The basic unit of
time was the delay for a context switch. This is estimated to take 1 ms (or 20000 CPU
instructions). The remaining parameters were scaled based on this time unit. The results
are contained in Table 1.
The basic unit of data used for the simulation was 32 bit words. Thus, approximately 30
words can be transmitted in unit time. This means that practically all scheduler-to-scheduler
messages can be transmitted across one communication link in unit time. Since the target
for the proposed scheduling strategy is macro-data flow, task execution times in the range of
0.25s - 1s were used. This translates into tasks close to the range of 250 to 1000 time units.
Communication times were at least one order of magnitude less than this.
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The second set of experiments (designated (B)) used unit values for the parameters listed
in Table 1 and unit values for data transmission times. The task graphs were drawn from the
same set used in test (A). This corresponds to the ideal case were overhead costs are close
to negligible. The final set of experiments (designated (C)) were intended to determine the
operational range in which this scheduling strategy would operate effectively. In this study,
the overhead costs were held constant at the levels described in part (A) while the execution
times and communication costs were varied for a fixed task graph. This experiment measures
the degree of granularity with respect to overhead costs in which the rescheduling technique
will produce speedup.
To provide a basis of comparison for determining the efficiency of the proposed dynamic
rescheduling strategy, the execution instances generated for the experiments were statically
scheduled using ERT with the correct execution and communication times. The resulting
ERT schedule was then run through the static simulator to include the overhead costs of
context switches and communication setup. In effect, this will be equivalent to comparing
the proposed strategy with the “optimal” case—this is “optimal” in the sense that it is the
best performance that can be obtained using ERT with perfect knowledge. This is referred
to as ideal scheduling.
To attempt to determine the scalability of the technique, test conditions (A) described
above were attempted with different hypothetical multiprocessor platforms. A four processor fully connected system, a four processor square, an eight processor cube and a sixteen
processor hypercube were used.
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5

Results
The test runs where done with 17 basic task graphs for which 12 execution instances

were generated for each basic graph. The task graphs varied from 14 to 223 tasks and had
arc counts which varied from 24 to 489 . A total of 1632 test runs were performed for
experiments (A) and (B) while 228 runs were done for experiment (C).
The percentage improvement in completion time for an execution instance (G(T , D), Λ)
using technique j in comparison to static scheduling is defined as:
Υstatic ((G(T , D), Λ)) − Υj (G(T , D), Λ))
.
Υstatic ((G(T , D), Λ))
where Υj (i) is the completion time obtained by using technique j on the execution instance
i. The term static is used to refer to ERT scheduling using estimates of task execution times
while hybrid is used to refer to the proposed scheme and ideal is used to refer to the ERT
scheduling using the actual execution times. The mean percentage improvement for a given
task graph G(T , D) using technique j, denoted I¯j (G(T , D)), is the percentage improvement
averaged for all the instances of G(T , D).
Figure 8 depicts the results of experiments (A) conducted on the four processor fully
connected system. The first set of points are the I¯hybrid (G(T , D)) obtained using the
hybrid scheme on each of the 17 basic task graphs G(T , D). The error bars are one standard
deviation from the mean percentage improvement. The point for a given G(T , D) is plotted
against the ratio of Idle time to Execution time in the static ERT schedule for the task
graph G(T , D) using the estimated execution times. The second set of points is the mean
percentage improvement obtained by using ERT scheduling on the execution instances.
From figures 8, the proposed hybrid dynamic-static scheduling scheme appears to perform
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Figure 8: Graph of Improvement for Four Processors Fully Connected—Experiment (A)
best when there is a low Idle time to Execution time in the ERT schedule generated from
the estimates of task execution time. This is more clearly depicted on Figure 9 which is a
plot of all the average percentage improvements for Experiment (A).
ERT selects a task to be executed on the basis of which task can be started earliest
on the available processors taking into account precedence constraints and communication
cost. This keeps CPU utilization high. High idle time in the original ERT schedule typically
indicates that there are not enough ready tasks to fully utilize the available processors. The
data dependencies may be constraining the parallel execution of tasks too tightly or there
may simply be insufficient tasks for the number of processors in the target system. Data
dependencies rather than processor availability dominate the problem under these conditions.
As a result, scheduling improvements made by the hybrid scheduler or by ERT to better
use the processors are irrelevant. The proposed hybrid dynamic/static scheme is especially
vulnerable since it requires the existence of a pool of ready tasks which cannot be executed
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Figure 9: Graph of Improvements—Experiment (A)
because of processor constraints. Furthermore, the presence of large quantities of idle time
in the static schedule effectively acts as “padding” for variations in execution time. For
example, delays in task completion can consume idle periods without effecting the final
completion time of the program.
Figure 10 depicts the mean efficiency of the hybrid scheduling technique on eight of the
task graphs as the underlying hardware architecture is varied. The mean efficiency with
respect to a task graph G(T , D) is defined as:
I¯hybrid (G(T , D))
.
I¯ideal (G(T , D))
The purpose of studying the scheme on different architectures was to measure the effect
of reducing system state information and to characterize the efficiency of the proposed technique. As the number of processors increases or the number of links decreases, the immediate
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Figure 10: Efficiency Graph for Various Architectures
neighbours of a given processor decrease. This in turn reduces the amount of global state
information available to each processor since local task schedulers primarily interact only
with neighbouring schedulers. As a result, efficiency should decrease.
However, the reduction does not occur uniformly for all task graphs as the architecture
is varied. This would be the expected pattern if the reduction in efficiency is primarily due
to the reduction in global system state knowledge. Instead it occurs primarily on the first
group of the eight basic task graphs. A plot of Efficiency versus average ideal percentage
improvement (see Figure 11) suggests a different process. Efficiency appears instead to be
linked with average ideal percentage improvement. Efficiency hovers around 50% until the
average ideal percentage improvement drops below about 10%. At this point there is a sharp
decrease in efficiency. Average ideal percentage improvement can be thought of as a measure
of the available improvement that can be obtained with perfect knowledge of the execution
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times of the program tasks. The proposed scheduling scheme tries to get a portion of this
available improvement while taking losses due to task migration costs and overheads. Even
when the amount of available improvement is extremely low, these costs must be paid. As
a result, the efficiency is extremely low under these conditions.
% Efficiency vs Average Ideal Percentage Improvement
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% Efficiency
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Figure 11: Efficiency Plotted Against Average Ideal Percentage Improvement
The proposed scheme appears to work best when the execution time of the tasks is
significantly higher than the overhead costs involved (see Figure 12) . In terms of the task
graphs used, the threshold in the experiments conducted appears to occur when the average
execution time of a task is between 25-50 time. This would translates into 25-50 ms based
on the scaling system discussed in 4.3, although this is a fairly crude estimate. After the
average execution time of a task exceeds 150 time units, the performance appears to level
off. This suggests that decreasing the ratio of overhead to average task execution time does
not improve performance further. The leveling of the curve explains the rather surprising
result depicted on Figure 13 since both sets of results are for average task execution times
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well above the range of 200 time units. Pragmatically, this data indicates that the average
task execution time should be at least two orders of magnitude higher than the overhead
values of simple operations such as context switches, DMA setup times, and short message
transmissions.
% Improvement vs % Average Execution Time of a Task
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Figure 12: Experiment (C) using Four Processor Grid

6

Summary
The proposed scheduling scheme achieves a performance improvement over static schedul-

ing which outweighs the associated overhead costs for certain problem domains. Specifically,
the proposed scheme performs well when there is little idle time in comparison to execution
time in the static schedule and when the task execution times are roughly two orders of
magnitude higher than costs of simple operations which result in overhead.
A possible weakness of the proposed technique appears to be scalability. On a preliminary
inspection, the results indicate that the efficiency of the scheduler decreases as the amount
of global state information is reduced. However, a more detailed analysis suggests that the
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Figure 13: Comparison Of Experiments (A) and (B)
observed reduction may be the result of a separate process. Efficiency appears to be closely
related to the average ideal percentage improvement. The resulting loss in efficiency observed
may be the result of the reduction in the average ideal percentage improvement rather than
problems with scalability.
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